
This part includes:
Chapter 1 Creating customer value and 

building relationships
Chapter 2 Strategic marketing planning
Chapter 3 Identifying marketing opportunities

the marketing 
communications mix

chapter fifteen

After studying this chapter you should:
n Understand why a marketing manager should specify objectives to guide the

advertising effort.

n Know when the various types of advertising are appropriate and how to select
the best advertising medium.

n Know how to plan the best message or copy strategy.

n Understand some of the issues relevant to international advertising.

n Recognise the role and importance of direct marketing.

n Understand the nature and variety of sales promotions.

n Understand the reason for the growth of sponsorship in Australasia.

n Know the principles of public relations and publicity.
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Q What is one of the most 
successful marketing 

strategies Nova has implemented?

A Nova 969 launched in Sydney 
in April 2001 with a simple

proposition—‘Sounds different’,
attracting 603 000 listeners in its 
first full survey. In Melbourne, Nova
100 launched in December 2001
with the same proposition and
attracted 776 000 listeners according
to its first survey. These were the most
successful launches by a metropolitan
radio station in Australian
broadcasting history. This success
can be attributed to the marketing
strategy that supported them.

Our positioning,‘Sounds different’,
was simple and relevant. It was
identified as a listener need by 
our research—reflecting the fact 
that new FM radio licence haven’t
been granted in either Sydney or
Melbourne for over 20 years. As a

result, the radio environment was
predictable and lacked innovation.
The ‘Sounds different’ proposition
requires an unconventional approach
to everything we do with music,
promotions, sales, personalities 
and all external communications. 
It is a proposition with which our
audience identifies.

Q What are the communication
objectives sought by Nova?

A First and foremost, we aim to
establish Nova as the station that

‘Sounds different’. We also want to
establish that ‘we never play more
than two ads in a row’—our primary
point of difference and the best
example of our commitment to
‘Sounds different’. At the same time,
we want the language we use to be
fun, irreverent, real and now.

Q What are the main communication
tools used by Nova?

A Our radio stations are the most
effective vehicles we have to

communicate our messages.
However, we have also very
effectively used television to launch
our radio stations and reinforce
Nova’s image and attitude.

We particularly enjoy utilising
street marketing tactics, as they

connect well with our audience.
Great examples of such activities
include neon signs at railway stations
that have ducks barking like dogs 
as commuters approach the sign,
reinforcing the ‘Sounds different’
concept; and an angry Alsatian dog
crying like a baby.

We’ve graffitied footpaths (with
paint that washes off), hijacked 
trams as well as printed the Nova
logo on the coffee cups of every 
café in key streets.

We also use on-air promotions 
to communicate the innovative and
irreverent nature of the Nova brand,
using new radio contest concepts
that constantly challenge the
boundaries and appeal to the
sophisticated, media savvy nature 
of our target audience.

Q What is the promotional method
you see as more effective? Why?

A We constantly discuss the relative
merits of investing our time,

energy and resources in our on-air
promotions, contests and giveaways
that are used to retain existing
listeners; or, alternatively, we
constantly discuss the relative 
merits of spending money on
external advertising that is 
designed to attract new listeners. 

with Keith Thomas
Group Sales Director
from dmg Radio Australiainside out

In fact, we do both, depending 
on the objectives of the station 
at the time.

As the Nova stations are relatively
new, TV advertising remains the
most effective form of external
communication—as we attempt to
expose as many people as possible 
to the Nova concept. Creatively, TV
advertising also enables us to very
effectively position the brand.

Q How do you evaluate the
effectiveness of your

communication strategy?

A Radio is a high-profile medium
and our successes and failures

are there for everyone to see—eight
times a year through independent
survey data.

We constantly check the cut-
through of our communication
messages via our in-house research

department, who ask questions like:
• Which station plays less ads?
• From which station are you 

most likely to hear a new song
from Eminem?
We speak to hundreds of listeners

each week to ascertain our progress.
The results of these studies are fed
into our station’s management on 
a weekly basis, and they directly
influence our decision-making.1
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“
“We particularly enjoy utilising street marketing 

tactics, as they connect well with our audience.
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market planning steps
step 1: Analyse the current market environment
step 2: Undertake market research
step 3: Segment the market
step 4: Analyse buyer behaviour
step 5: Design the marketing strategy
step 6: Implement and control the marketing strategy

Having looked at the marketing communications man-
agement process in Chapter 14, it is now necessary to
examine in more detail the various categories of promo-
tional tools available to marketers. While this chapter
presents each category in succession, it is important to
remember that they all contribute to the role of the whole
marketing communications mix—a combination of adver-
tising, direct-response promotion, sales promotion,
publicity, public relations and personal selling is often
best in order to ensure that marketing communications
fits into the rest of the marketing mix.

Advertising
I nforming a large number of consumers about a

company’s product usually requires the use of advertising.
This, by far, is the most visible and contentious aspect of
marketing. Advertising has become part of many people’s
lives, particularly in countries with high TV ownership.

Advertising makes widespread distribution possible.
Although a marketing manager might prefer to use per-
sonal selling, this can be expensive on a per-contact or
per-sale basis. Advertising can overcome this problem.
Although not as flexible as personal selling, advertising
can reach large numbers of potential customers simulta-
neously. It can inform and persuade customers and help
position a company’s marketing mix as one that meets
customers’ needs. However, there has been some debate
in the literature as to how effective and persuasive adver-
tising can be. Some researchers and even professionals

now believe advertising to exert a weak effect that mainly
maintains and reinforces existing behaviour, rather than
the strong persuasive influence it was once thought to
have on consumers.

Advertising consumer contacts vary in cost and results.
Consequently, marketing managers who work with them
have important strategic decisions to make. In particular,
as shown in Figure 15.1, they must decide:
1. who is their target audience
2. what kind of advertising to use
3. how to reach customers (via which types of media)
4. what to say to them (the copy strategy)
5. who will do the work (the company’s own advertising

department or an outside agency).
The basic strategy planning decisions for advertising

are the same regardless of where in the world the target
market is located. However, the choices available to a mar-
keting manager within each of the decision areas may vary
dramatically from one country to another. In Malaysia
and South Korea, for example, foreign TV advertisements
are not permitted and advertisements must use only Asian
actors. Radio broadcasts in a market area may not be in
the target market’s language, or cultural, social and
behavioural influences may limit what type of advertising
messages can be communicated. The advertising agencies
that really understand a country’s unique advertising
environment may be less helpful than expected because of
inadequate production or media buying facilities.
Throughout this chapter, a number of these issues will be
considered, but the focus will be on the array of choices
that are available in Australia, New Zealand and other
advanced, market-directed economies.2

The importance of advertising
Total spending and company expenditure
As an economy grows, advertising becomes increasingly
important, because more consumers have substantial
incomes and advertising can achieve results. However,
advertising is expensive and advertising expenditure has
grown rapidly during the past decade or so in many parts
of the world. In the 1980s, for example, advertising
expenditure increased 13 per cent per year on average in
Australia and similarly in New Zealand. 

However, there has been a considerable change since
the stock market crash of 1987, with yearly increases vary-
ing between three per cent (1998) to 8.5 per cent (1995).
While 2000, the year of the Sydney Olympic Games,
seemed to mark the start of booming times for advertis-
ing in Australia, with a 9.3 per cent annual increase in
advertisers’ budgets, the introduction of the GST resulted
in a sharp decline of 11 per cent in ‘adspend’ (the pro-
fessional term for advertising expenditure) in 2001.3

Total spending on advertising represents only a small
proportion of what people spend on the many goods and
services they purchase. For example, even the large
United States-based multinational corporations, which
have a reputation for high advertising expenditure levels,
only spend on average about 2.5 per cent of their 
sales revenue on advertising. Worldwide, this proportion
is much lower.4

Advertising expenditure varies significantly across
product categories. Producers of consumer products gen-
erally spend more than companies that produce business

products. Some business products companies, relying on
personal selling, may spend less than 0.10 per cent of
sales revenues on advertising. An individual company
obviously may spend more or less than others in the
same industry, depending on the role of advertising in its
promotional blend and marketing mix.

Of course, percentages do not tell the whole story.
Nissan spends less than one per cent of sales on advertis-
ing, but it is among the top 50 advertisers worldwide. The
really big spenders are very important to the advertising
industry because these companies account for a very large
share of total advertising expenditure. For example, the
combined advertising budget of Procter & Gamble, Philip
Morris (including Kraft), Unilever, General Motors and
Nestlé, the five biggest advertisers worldwide, reaches
US$10 billion per annum.5

Advertising is particularly important in certain
markets, especially final consumer markets. Nevertheless,
in total, advertising costs much less than personal selling
and sales promotion.

Setting advertising objectives
Every advertisement and every advertising campaign
should have clearly defined objectives developed from
the company’s overall marketing as well as from the
promotion strategy. It is not sufficient to state the
objective as, ‘to promote the product’—the marketing
manager must specify exactly what the advertising
should accomplish.
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Figure 15.1 Strategy planning for advertising

Kind of advertising Media types Copy strategy
Who will do 

the work
Target audience

TARGET MARKET

Product Place Promotion Price

Public relationsPublicityAdvertising Personal selling Sales promotion
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Advertising objectives should be more specific than
personal selling objectives. One of the advantages of per-
sonal selling is that salespeople can alter their
presentations to meet individual customer’s needs. Each
advertisement, however, must be effective not just for one
customer, but for thousands or sometimes even millions.

The marketing manager might ask an advertising agency
to help with one or more of the following specific objectives,
along with the budget to accomplish these objectives:
1. Assist in introducing new products to specific 

target markets.
2. Position the company’s brand or marketing mix 

by informing and persuading target customers or
intermediaries about the benefits.

3. Help secure desirable outlets and inform customers
where they can buy a product.

4. Provide ongoing contact with target customers, 
even when a salesperson is unavailable.

5. Pave the way for salespeople by presenting the
company’s name and the merits of its products.

6. Encourage immediate buying action.
7. Help buyers to confirm the correctness of their

purchasing decisions.

Market share objectives
The objectives listed above are not yet as specific as they
could be. If a marketing manager really wants specific
results, these should be clearly stated. For example, the
general objective, ‘To increase market share’, could be
expanded to, ‘To increase turnover in our cooperating
retail outlets by 25 per cent during the next three months’.

Once the marketing manager sets the overall objectives,
the advertising manager should set specific objectives for
each advertisement as well as for the whole campaign.
Without such objectives, the creative people who develop
individual advertisements may pursue their own objec-
tives, which may fail to achieve the expected results.

Implementation
The specific objectives obviously affect implementation.
Advertising that might be right for building a good image
among opinion leaders might be wrong for getting 
typical customers into the retailers’ stores. Also, as Figure
15.2 shows, the type of advertising that is right in order
to achieve the objectives for one stage of the adoption
process may be quite inappropriate for another. For
example, most advertising for cameras in Australia, New
Zealand and Japan focuses on foolproof pictures or state-
of-the-art design, because most consumers in these
countries already own some type of camera. In most parts
of Africa, however, where ownership of cameras is less
than 20 per cent, advertisements must promote the
generic concept of picture-taking.

With new products, most of the target market may have
to be moved through the early stages of the adoption
process. The advertising manager may use ‘teasing’ cam-
paigns along with informative advertisements. For more
established products, the role of advertising might be to
build brand preference as well as to enable purchasers to
confirm their decisions.

Types of advertising
The advertising objectives largely
determine which of two basic types of
advertising to use—product, or corpo-
rate or institutional.

Product advertising attempts to
promote the sale of a product, be it a
good or service. It may be aimed at
final users or at channel members.
Corporate or institutional advertis-
ing, on the other hand, aims to
promote an organisation’s image, reputation or ideas,
rather than a specific product. Its main objective is to
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Figure 15.2  Examples of different types of advertising over adoption process stages

Teaser campaigns

Pioneering ads 

Jingles and slogans

Announcements

AWARENESS

Informative or 
descriptive ads 

Image/celebrity ads 

Demonstration of 
benefits 

INTEREST 

Competitive ads 

Persuasive ads

Comparative ads 

Testimonials 

EVALUATION 
AND TRIAL

Direct-action retail ads

Point-of-purchase ads

Price deal offers

DECISION 

Reminder ads

Informative ‘why’ ads

CONFIRMATION

SOURCE: ADAPTED FROM R. J. LAVIDGE AND G. A. STEINER, ‘A MODEL FOR PREDICTIVE 
MEASUREMENTS OF ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS’, JOURNAL OF MARKETING, OCTOBER 1961, P. 61.

Product advertising
promotes the sale of 
a specific product.

Corporate or institutional
advertising aims to
promote an organisation’s
image, reputation, or 
ideas, rather than a 
specific product.
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Exhibit 15.1a

Exhibit 15.1b
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Exhibit 15.1a & b  Product advertising aims to promote a product.
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develop goodwill or improve an organisation’s relations
with various groups. These groups may include not only
customers, but also current and prospective channel
members, suppliers, shareholders, employees and the
general public. For example, the British Government,
one of the top 50 advertisers in the world, uses institu-
tional advertising to promote the United Kingdom as an
ideal place to conduct business. New Zealand and
Australia have also used corporate advertising to promote
themselves as tourism destinations.

Coordinating advertising efforts
There are significant opportunities
for synergy if the advertising task is
shared by several members of a
distribution channel.

Vertical cooperation, which
involves the cooperation of mem-
bers from different levels of a
distribution channel, is common in
relation to advertising decisions.

Such cooperation is often vital to ensure that end
consumers are not exposed to multiple and sometimes
conflicting messages.

Cooperative advertising involves intermediaries and
producers sharing the cost of advertisements. This helps
intermediaries to compete in their local markets, and also
helps the producer to obtain more for its money, because
regional media are usually cheaper than national or inter-
national media. In addition, a retailer or wholesaler that
is paying a share of the cost is likely to be more commit-
ted to the promotional effort.

Sometimes, a producer knows that a promotion or
advertising task should be performed but believes that this
could be done more effectively or more economically by
an intermediary further along the channel. Alternatively, a
large retail chain may approach a manufacturer with a

catalogue or program and indicate how
much it would cost to participate. In
either case, the producer may offer
advertising allowances or price
reductions to companies further along
the channel to encourage them to
advertise or otherwise promote the
company’s products locally.

However, allowances and support
material alone will not guarantee cooperation. Channel dis-
agreement in relation to advertising strategy can be a
serious source of conflict. For example, Benetton
(www.benetton.com), the Italian sportswear company, has
built a reputation for its ‘United Colours’ as controversial
and sometimes shocking. Pictures selected to appear on bill-
boards or in magazines with the simple line ‘United Colours
of Benetton’ have included a newborn baby, a nun kissing a
priest, a dying AIDS victim and the bloodied uniform of a
Bosnian soldier. Most Europeans, including many of
Benetton’s franchisee retailers, see the ads as tasteless and
potentially harmful for their sales. In order to register their
protest, a number of German franchisees stopped paying
their franchise fees and sued Benetton for damages. This is
obviously an extreme example, but even in more routine
situations a marketing manager should be mindful of other
channel members’ reactions before implementing any
advertising program.6

Horizontal cooperation, which
involves cooperation between several
members at the same level of a
distribution channel, also occurs in
relation to advertising, and can enable
relatively smaller organisations to
benefit from the media purchasing
power of larger advertisers.

Sometimes, two or more companies with complementa-
ry products may join together in a common advertising
effort. For example, joint advertisements may encourage
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Vertical cooperation
involves the cooperation

of members from different
levels of a distribution
channel—is common 

in relation to 
advertising decisions.

Advertising allowances
price reductions given 
to organisations in the
channel to encourage
them to advertise or
otherwise promote 
the supplier’s 
products locally.

Exhibit 15.2b Exhibit 15.2c

Exhibit 15.2eExhibit 15.2d
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Exhibit 15.2a, b, c, d & e  Corporate advertising aims at creating a strong identity for the organisation.

Exhibit 15.2a

Horizontal cooperation
involves cooperation
between several
members at the same
level of a distribution
channel, often occurs in
relation to advertising
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travellers to stay at a Hyatt hotel and handle their expens-
es with an American Express card, or to enjoy a Coke at
Hungry Jack’s. Retailers in the same shopping centre often
share the costs of promotional efforts. The retailers might
buy full-page newspaper advertisements listing the individ-
ual stores or promoting ‘specials’. Generally, the objective
is the same as with vertical cooperation—to obtain more
from the advertising dollar.

Coordination in the channel is another reason for
cooperative advertising. One large, well-planned adver-
tising effort is better than many different and often
inconsistent local efforts. This concept of communicating
with one voice is found in many franchise operations.
KFC, for example, encourages its franchisees to use a
common advertising program.

Choosing the ‘best’ advertising medium
There is no simple answer to the question of which is the
best advertising medium. Effectiveness depends on how
well the medium fits with the rest of a marketing strategy,
and this is influenced by:
1. the promotion objectives
2. what the target markets are
3. the funds available for advertising
4. the nature of the media, including which 

markets are reached, with what frequency 
and what impact, and at what cost.
Figure 15.3 shows some advantages and disadvantages

of major types of media. However, some advantages noted
in this figure may not apply in all markets. In less-devel-
oped countries, for example, newspapers may not be
reliably delivered or printed. Placing an advertisement may
require a long lead time if a limited number of advertising
pages are available. Direct mail may not be a choice when
a weak postal system or low literacy levels are involved.8

Deciding on promotional objectives
Before choosing the best medium, it is critical to decide
on the promotional objectives. If the aim is to increase
interest, and that requires a demonstration of product
benefits, TV may be the best option. If the objective is to
inform by telling a long story with precise detail, and if
visual communication is also necessary, then print media,
such as magazines or newspapers, may be best.

Matching the media to the market
To guarantee good media selection, the advertiser first
must clearly specify its target market, a necessary step 
for all marketing strategy planning. The advertiser can 
then choose media that are heard, read or seen by those 
target customers.
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In yet another demonstration of New Zealand’s
innovative marketing style, attributed to 
the nation’s creative culture and the need 
to make the most of limited budgets, 
Tourism New Zealand (NZ) has undertaken to
prepare creative material for advertising that
leverages New Zealand as the location of The
Lord of the Rings. Although it holds no rights
to one of the most anticipated films in recent
years, Tourism NZ has seized the opportunity
to capitalise on the world exposure afforded
to its scenery by the shooting of The Lord of
the Rings in New Zealand.

Any advertising based on the film, however, will be carefully
connected to the two-year-old campaign ‘100% Pure New
Zealand’ in order to extend, rather than replace, the impact
which this successful campaign has already made on the
market. The ‘100% Pure New Zealand’ campaign is a long-
term effort which will continue for many years. Its objective

is to increase the desirability of New Zealand as a holiday destination.
Tracking has shown its impact to exceed expectations, with the desirability
of NZ increasing by eight per cent over the last two years and the number
of Australians accessing the five-day-holiday section of the organisation’s
Web site up by 200 per cent. However, the real benefits are expected in six
or seven years, when New Zealand will really attract extra visitors.

Shorter-term results are expected too! Tourism NZ developed the
concept ‘Feel 100% in five days’ as a response to the growing demand for
shorter holidays, which fit more easily into a contemporary lifestyle.
Australia is clearly the target market for such short holidays, even though
Australians are already the major source of tourists for New Zealand with
about 700 000 visitors per year, way above the US (200 000 visitors) and
Japan (130 000 visitors). The five-day option, however, is expected to
reach a different segment of the Australian population and foster a greater
penetration of this market.

The ‘100% Pure New Zealand’ campaign is also used on a global scale.
While ‘Pure’ refers to the purity of the environment, it also suggests New
Zealand as a place for pure experiences of any kind. In order to build a
powerful brand awareness internationally, but with a modest budget
(NZ$30 million), Tourism NZ is concentrating on building equity. For
example, Tourism NZ has struck a combined editorial and advertising deal
with Discovery Channel. The agreement should provide substantial
exposure for New Zealand: Discovery Channel is the media diet of
Tourism NZ’s target market, namely those travellers prepared for long-haul
travel. The strategic alliance involves Tourism NZ providing editorial
content to the channel, while the channel provides very cost effective
advertising exposure for Tourism NZ.
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Figure 15.3 Advantages and disadvantages of several types of media9

MEDIUM ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES AVERAGE % MEDIA SPEED
NZ 2002 AUSTRALIA 2002

Magazine Excellent segmentation possible Monthly frequency and low repetition 11 6.7
Good quality reproduction Sometimes expensive
Good pass-along rate (multiple readers) No control over exposure
Can provide context Can be very cluttered

Television Provides large audiences Is costly (production and air time) 33 31.7
Cross-section of population Requires long pre-air delays
Uses sight, motion and sound Cannot communicate in depth
Promotes ‘images’ Audience may be distracted
Some segmentation possible by programs Often in a clutter of ads
Enables repetition Induces wear-off if overused

Newspaper Wide readership Short life span 40.1 35.6
Segmentation possible Reproduction restriction
Allows detailed copy May be cluttered
Broad geographic reach is possible Extensive coverage is costly
Short booking time Fleeting impact
Credible source Biased reach (more educated)
Audited circulation

Yellow Pages Flexible (size determines cost) Clutter (everyone is there) — 13.8*
Reach (dIstributed to every household) Costs (for medium ad)
Used when consumers are looking to buy Limited creativity possible
Can guide to Web site address as well as Cannot be changed except once a year
phone enquiries (not good for special offers)

Radio Wide audience Often a secondary activity 13 8.3
Far reaching (portable) National coverage impossible
Segmentation possible Often in a clutter of ads
Enables repetition Fleeting impression
Relatively cheap Creatively limited (sound only)
Flexible (short booking) Low credibility

Outdoors Geographic focus National coverage difficult 2.4 3.1
Allows reinforcement Little control over reach
Wide audience possible Environmental concerns
Views are ‘on the move’ Can be associated with the traffic and noise
Very short impression Creatively limited (copy)
Allows product viewing

Cinema Some segmentation Limited reach 0.5 0.8†

Cheap air time Production can be expensive
Captive audience Unfocused audience
Creatively unlimited Little scope for repetition

Internet Flexible (can change everyday) Access to only 30 per cent of households — —
Acess 24 hours a day, seven days a week Biased towards men, young consumers
Communication tailored to consumers’ wishes Requires maintenance
Can build motion, sound and lots of information
Interactive
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Notes: * Indicates all directories including the Yellow Pages.  † Cinema and Internet combined for Australia.

The media available in a country may limit the choices.
In less-developed countries, for example, radio is often
the only way to reach a broad-based market of poor con-
sumers who cannot read, or afford TV.

Most major media use market research to develop pro-
files of the people who read their publications, or listen to
or watch their programs. Generally, media research focus-

es on demographic characteristics, and also includes
information on the segmentation dimensions specific to
the product markets that are important and relevant to
each different advertiser. It can even be specific about
who actually reads each page or sees or hears each show.

A problem occurs in some countries because the media
do not provide any information, or they may provide
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audience profiles that make the media seem more attrac-
tive than they really are. Another problem is that the
audience for a medium that reaches a specific target mar-
ket may also include people who are not in the target
group, yet the advertising rate charged is based on the
size of the total audience reached.

Because it is so difficult to evaluate alternative media,
some media analysts focus on objective measures such as
‘cost per thousand’ of audience size or circulation.
Advertisers preoccupied with keeping down these costs
may ignore the relevant segmentation dimensions and
slip into mass marketing. The media buyer may look only
at the relatively low cost of mass media when a more
specialised medium might be a much better buy. For
example, Pepsi is buying advertising time on music video
programs to increase its penetration with teenagers and
young adults.

Targeting specific markets with specific media
The major media are now directing more attention to
reaching smaller, more defined target markets. Some
print media may offer specialised editions. TV Week, for
example, offers several regional and metropolitan edi-
tions. Magazines such as Newsweek, France’s Paris Match
International and Germany’s Wirtschaftwoche provide inter-
national editions. In addition to large metropolitan daily
newspapers, community weekly newspapers are prosper-
ing in many cities of Australia and New Zealand, catering
to the desire for local news.

Many magazines serve specific special-interest groups
such as fishing enthusiasts, new parents, professional
groups or personal computer users. The most profitable
magazines seem to be those aimed at very clearly defined
markets. Many specialty magazines have international
editions that reach consumers with similar interests in
different parts of the world. PC magazine, for example,
offers European and Japanese editions. This trend is often
at the expense of more broadly targeted media vehicles.

Australia boasts a record per capita consumption of
magazines, with 90 per cent of the population reading one
magazine per month. The circulation of leaders such as
New Idea, Women’s Weekly and Woman’s Day has been eroded
as more discerning readers turn to narrower publications
and as new titles compete against each other as well as
against the leaders. Male lifestyle magazines are also
expected to grow. Australian consumption trails that of the
United States, indicating that there is a lot of scope for both
general lifestyle and specialty sports titles. Electronic pub-
lishers are predicted to benefit from this trend towards very
narrow titles. There are trade magazines in many fields,
such as chemical engineering, furniture retailing, electrical
wholesaling, farming and the defence market.

Radio has become a more specialised medium. Some
stations, for example, cater to particular ethnic and racial
groups, while others target specific markets with rock,
country or classical music. In addition, stations that play
‘golden oldies’ have been appearing around Australia and
New Zealand, appealing to the ageing baby boomers.

Australia’s pay TV system now enables advertisers to
reach specific audiences, in the same way that MTV in the
United States appeals to affluent young viewers in the 
25 to 34 age group, or that British Sky Broadcasting in the
United Kingdom reaches housewives with young children.

Advertising on the Internet is growing rapidly as main-
stream advertisers join the innovators in their quest for a
more efficient way to reach target customers. Advertising
messages take many forms, ranging from displays that look
like traditional print ads to button and banner ads. The
Internet banner is a headline that appears on a Web page.
Its purpose is to attract the interest of people in the adver-
tiser’s target market and encourage them to visit the
advertiser’s Web site for more information. A button is usu-
ally much smaller, perhaps just a name or logo in the corner
of a screen. However, recent research suggests that Internet
ads are not trusted: only 14 per cent of online adults con-
sider Internet ads trustworthy compared with 24 per cent
for television ads and 35 per cent for newspaper ads.10

Specialised media
Major media attract the vast majority of advertising
media budgets, but advertising specialists are always
searching for new cost-effective media that will help
advertisers reach their target markets. For example, one
company has been successful selling space for signs on
bicycle racks, which it places in front of 7-Eleven stores. In
China, where major media are limited, companies such as
Kodak pay to place advertisements on bus shelters. Hotels
and car rental companies buy space on advertising boards
that are placed in the toilets on aeroplanes. Even tele-
phone cards and rail tickets are now used as advertising
media—while these may have a limited reach, they can
also provide special market appeal.

In recent years, specialised media have been gaining in
popularity. They are often designed to deliver the message
to the target market close to the point of purchase. Such
media may also offer the advantage of making an advertis-
er’s message stand out from the usual mass media
advertising clutter. For example, companies can purchase
advertising space on message boards that hang on shopping
carts and shelves in supermarkets. These advertisements
reach target customers in the store, where it is estimated
that 70 per cent of purchase decisions are made. Other
advertising specialists offer special in-store radio and TV
advertising and advertisements on shopping bags.11
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There are too many specialised media to discuss here.
It is important to note, however, that they require the same
type of strategy decisions as the more typical mass media.

Planning the message
In addition to deciding how the message is to reach the tar-
get audience, the company must also decide on the copy or
creative strategy, or what the words and illustrations should
communicate. This decision should flow from the promo-
tion objectives and the specific tasks assigned to advertising.

Executing the copy strategy is the role of advertising
specialists, but the advertising manager and the market-
ing manager need to understand this process to ensure
that it is undertaken effectively.

There are few tried-and-true rules in message con-
struction, but an understanding of consumer behaviour
can help. The communication process and common
frames of reference discussed in the previous chapter
are useful for this purpose, as are the concepts of needs,
learning and perception discussed in Chapter 6. For
example, there is ample evidence that consumers have
an ability to screen selectively messages or ideas that do
not interest them. (Consider how much of the daily
newspaper you actually see as you skim through it, 
for example.) People do not see everything that adver-
tisers want them to see, or learn all that advertisers
would like them to learn. How can an advertiser, there-
fore, be more effective?

The overall marketing strategy should determine what
the message is to communicate. Management judgment,
perhaps assisted by market research, can then help to
decide how this content can be coded in order to be
decoded as intended.

Using the AIDA model for message planning
The AIDA concept introduced in Chapter 14 can be used as
a framework to guide message planning—getting attention,
holding interest, arousing desire and obtaining action.

Getting attention is the first aim of an advertisement.
If this is not achieved, it does not matter how many peo-
ple see or hear it. Many readers leaf through magazines
and newspapers without paying attention to the adver-
tisements, and listeners or viewers may do chores or
prepare snacks during commercials on radio and TV.

Many attention-getting devices are available. A large
headline, news-like or shocking statements, attractive
models, babies, animals, special effects or anything that is
different or eye-catching may be effective. The major
problem is to prevent the attention-getting device from
detracting from the message itself and to make it lead to
the next step, which is holding interest.

Holding interest is a more difficult task still. A humor-
ous advertisement, an unusual video effect or a clever
photograph may get attention, but once a reader or view-
er has seen it, then what? People may pause to appreciate
an advertisement, but if there is no relationship between
what attracted their attention and the marketing mix, they
will move on. The tone and language of the advertisement
must fit with the experiences and attitudes of target
customers, as well as their reference groups. This has led
many advertisers to develop advertisements that relate to
specific emotions, in the hope that the good feeling about
the advertisement (and the whole marketing mix) will
linger even if the specific details of the copy are forgotten.

To hold interest, informative advertisements need to
speak in the target customer’s language. Persuasive
advertisements must provide evidence that convinces 
the customer. Celebrity endorsements may help, as may
televised demonstrations of a product’s benefits. For 
print advertisements, illustrations and copy should be
arranged to encourage the eye to move smoothly through
the advertisement, perhaps from a headline that starts in
the upper left-hand corner to the illustration or body
copy in the middle and, finally, to the company or brand
name (signature) at the lower right-hand corner. If all the
elements of the advertisement work together as a whole,
they will help to hold interest and develop recall.12

Arousing the desire to own a product or use a particu-
lar service is one of the most difficult tasks assigned to an
advertisement. The advertiser must communicate with
the customer, and to do this effectively the advertiser
must understand how target customers think, behave and
make decisions. The advertisement must then convince
customers that the product, good or service can meet
their needs. Testimonials may persuade a customer that
other people with similar needs have purchased the prod-
uct and liked it, or product comparisons may highlight
the advantages of a particular brand.

Some experts feel that an advertisement should focus
on one unique selling proposition (USP) that aims at an
important unsatisfied need. They discourage the typical
approach of trying to tell the whole story in a single
advertisement, as they feel that telling the whole story
should be the task of the whole promotional mix, not of
just one advertisement.

If consumers view many different competing brands as
being the same, focusing on a USP may be particularly
important. This can help to set the brand apart and posi-
tion it as especially effective in meeting the needs of the
target market. For example, Wrigley’s developed a series
of advertisements targeted at people eating out, suggest-
ing that its P.K. chewing gum is a good substitute for when
a person cannot brush his or her teeth and a breath
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freshener is needed. Focusing on a USP makes most sense
when a brand really does have a comparative advantage
or an important benefit, as this reduces the likelihood of
competitors imitating the same idea.

An advertisement may also have the objective of sup-
plying arguments or reasons that customers can use to
rationalise their desire to buy, especially during the mar-
ket growth and market maturity stages. Although products
may satisfy certain emotional needs, many consumers find
it necessary to justify their purchases on some economic or
rational basis. For example, Snickers chocolate bar adver-
tisements help ease the guilt of calorie-conscious snackers
by assuring them that, ‘Snickers satisfies you when you
need an afternoon energy break’. Likewise, Milky Way is
advertised by emphasising to parents that it will not ‘ruin
their appetites’, in order to make it seem an acceptable
snack for children.

Getting action is the ultimate requirement of advertis-
ing—and not an easy one. Communication research shows
that prospective customers must be taken beyond simply
considering how the product might fit into their lives, to
actually trying it or letting the company’s sales representa-
tive come in and demonstrate it. Whether advertising alone
is able to do this has been the object of much debate in the
research literature, with empirical evidence suggesting that
advertising effects may be best described as ‘weak’.

To communicate more effectively, the advertisement
might emphasise strongly felt customer needs, which may
be uncovered by research on attitudes in the target mar-
ket. For example, providing telephone numbers to call or
a list of stockists often helps in encouraging action.

Appealing to these needs can generate more action and
also provide the information that buyers need to confirm
their decisions. Post-purchase dissonance (discussed
briefly in Chapter 6) often sets in after significant purchase
decisions are made. Therefore, providing confirmation
that the purchase decision was correct may be another
important advertising objective. The advertisement may
reassure customers about the correctness of their purchase
decision and also supply them with a rationale they can
use to tell others about their purchase.

Measuring advertising effectiveness
It would be deceptively simple to measure the results of
advertising by merely looking at sales. There are many
examples of breakthrough advertisements that have had a
very direct influence on a company’s sales. However, the
total marketing mix, not just promotion generally or adver-
tising specifically, is responsible for sales results. The impact
of advertising in terms of sales may also be affected by com-
petitors’ actions or changes in the marketing environment.

The main exception to this is direct-response advertis-
ing. If this does not produce immediate results, it is
considered to have failed. When a commercial is aired
that asks people to ‘ring now’, it becomes much more
sensible to gauge the impact of that particular commer-
cial on the basis of the number of telephone calls
received. Likewise, if a print advertisement includes a
coupon that readers may use to obtain more information
or order the product, then assessing the effectiveness of
these advertisements in terms of the number of enquiries
or orders also makes a lot of sense. Telecom International
Network in New Zealand and Telstra in Australia closely
monitor the result of their advertising campaigns urging
people to call relatives abroad. This can be done easily by
analysing the record of calls made in the minutes follow-
ing the broadcast of a particular TV commercial.

Research and testing
Ideally, advertisers should pre-test advertising before run-
ning it, rather than rely solely on their own judgment
about the likely effectiveness of an advertisement.
Unfortunately, advertising specialists often tend to make
judgments on the basis of originality or cleverness of the
copy and illustrations.

Some advertisers now demand laboratory or market
tests to evaluate the effectiveness of an advertisement. In
addition, attitude research is sometimes undertaken before
advertisements are run. For example, American Express
used focus group interviews to obtain reactions to a series
of possible TV advertisements. The company wanted the
advertisements to convey the idea that younger people
could qualify for its credit cards, but still wanted to present
a prestige image. The agency prepared picture boards pre-
senting different approaches as well as specific copy. Four
out of six possible advertisements failed to communicate
the message to the focus groups, but one idea that seemed
to be effective became the basis for an advertisement that
was tested again before being launched.13

Sometimes, laboratory-type devices that measure skin
moisture or eye reaction are used to gauge consumer
responses. In addition, split runs—whereby different
advertisements are shown in different locations—on local
European and North American TV channels in test mar-
kets are now proving an important way of testing
advertisements in a normal viewing environment. As
cabling progresses in Australia, similar developments may
occur here. Scanner sales data from retailers in these test
markets can provide an estimate of how an advertisement
is likely to affect sales. This approach is providing market-
ing managers with a powerful new tool, which will become
even more powerful as more communication systems and
telephone companies add new technology, allowing
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Exhibit 15.3a, b, c & d  To attract attention, advertisers can use bold graphics, visual tricks and attractive celebrities.

Exhibit 15.3a Exhibit 15.3b

Exhibit 15.3c Exhibit 15.3d
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manager needs them. This may be especially important
for managers in large corporations such as Toyota,
Renault, Unilever, NEC, Philips, Procter & Gamble, Nestlé
and Coca-Cola Amatil, all of which advertise worldwide.16

During the 1980s, many international consumer prod-
ucts companies tried to use one global advertising
message all around the world. Of course, they translated
the message or made other minor adjustments, but the

focus was on one global copy strategy. Some companies
did this believing they would avoid the costs of develop-
ing different advertisements for different countries.
Others felt that customers’ basic needs were the same,
even if these customers were in different countries. Some
just did it because it was fashionable to globalise during
the early 1980s.

This approach worked for some companies. Coca-Cola
Amatil and Gillette, for example, feel that the needs their
products serve are very similar for all consumers.
However, many companies that focused only on con-
sumer similarities experienced terrible results. They may
have saved money by developing fewer advertisements,
but they lost sales because they did not develop advertis-
ing messages (and whole marketing mixes) aimed at
specific target markets. In effect, they tried to appeal to a
global mass market while failing to recognise significant
differences between consumers in some countries (as
identified in Chapter 6).
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viewers to provide immediate feedback to advertisements
as they appear on TV.

After advertisements have been run, researchers may
try to measure how much detail consumers recall about
specific products or advertisements. Enquiries from cus-
tomers may be used as a measure of the effectiveness of
particular advertisements, and the response to radio or
TV commercials or magazine readership can be estimat-
ed using various survey methods to check the size and
composition of audiences. (A. C. Nielsen reports are
examples of such methods.)

While advertising research methods are never fool-
proof—and some may even be of limited validity—they
are far better than reliance on pure judgment by mar-
keting managers. Until more effective advertising
research techniques are developed, carefully defining
specific advertising objectives, choosing media and mes-
sages to accomplish these objectives, testing plans and
then evaluating the results of actual advertisements
seem to be most productive.14

International aspects of advertising
Legal aspects of advertising
In most countries, the government takes an active role in
deciding what kinds of advertising are permitted, what is
considered fair and what is inappropriate. For example,
France and Japan limit the use of cartoon characters 
in advertising to children, while Sweden and Canada 
ban any advertising targeted directly at children. In
Switzerland, an advertiser may not use an actor to repre-
sent a consumer. New Zealand and Switzerland limit
political advertisements on TV. In Australia and New
Zealand, as in the United States, print advertisements
must be identified so that they are not confused with
editorial content—in other countries, it is quite usual for
advertisements and editorial content to be intermixed.
So-called ‘advertorials’, however, are becoming more and
more common, particularly in women’s magazine pages.

Most countries place limits on the number and length
of commercials on broadcast media. In Italy, a TV adver-
tisement can be shown only 10 times per year (although
this restriction may change as broadcast rules in Europe
become more unified).

What is seen as positioning in one country may be
viewed as unfair or deceptive in another. For example, in
many countries Pepsi advertises its cola as ‘the choice of the
new generation’. However, Japan’s Fair Trade Committee
does not allow this advertisement because, at the moment,
Pepsi is not ‘the choice’ of the Japanese people.15

Differences in regulations mean that marketing man-
agers may face very specific limits in different countries,

and local experts may be required to ensure that
companies do not waste money developing advertising
programs that will never be shown, or that consumers
believe to be deceptive.

Global agencies for global advertising
The vast majority of advertising agencies are small, with
10 or fewer employees each. However, recently some
large agencies have merged, creating ‘mega-agencies’
with worldwide networks. Figure 15.4 provides a list of
eight of the largest agency networks and examples of
some of the products for which these agencies have
developed advertising campaigns.

The figure shows that although the head offices of these
networks are in various countries, the networks have offices
worldwide. As this suggests, the move towards internation-
al marketing is a key reason behind the mergers.

Before these mergers, it was often difficult for a mar-
keter to find a capable, full-service agency in the countries
in which it wanted to advertise. The mergers combined the
strengths of individual agencies. The mega-agency can
offer varied services wherever in the world a marketing
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Exhibit 15.4  To avoid legal difficulties, comparative ads may
simply compare the product to ‘other’ products.

In the mother of all sponsorship deals, Coca-
Cola paid the equivalent of approximately
A$300 million for marketing rights to the first
three Harry Potter films—ensuring that the
soft drink marketer is able to scrawl Harry
Potter on its merchandise or run Harry Potter
promotions, giving it unprecedented leverage
with Harry Potter fans worldwide.

In an interesting twist, however, Harry Potter does not appear on Coca-
Cola packaging and is never seen to take a sip of the stuff during the film
or any related promotions, and no likeness of him or his consorts graces
a single piece of Coca-Cola packaging or merchandise. Why? According
to Coca-Cola South Pacific’s corporate affairs manager, Fiona Hamann,
Harry Potter is a well-loved character and since his author, J. K. Rowling,
did not put a can of Coca-Cola in his hand, then neither can Coca-Cola.

While the budget spent on this association may appear enormous, the
company now has the option to continue its association with Harry for at
least the first three films—the making of the third film is virtually
guaranteed, given the success of the first two films. Is the deal worth A$300
million to this global marketer? So it would seem, given that Harry Potter
is a worldwide phenomenon with kids aged nine to 11. Despite this, Coca-
Cola claims it is not targeting children, but families—consistent with the
philosophy of the books that emphasise caring and sharing. Evidence of
this targeting strategy is the prize given in the Harry Potter promotion for
the first film—a family adventure to a Hogwarts-style castle in the UK.

The deal with Coke did not include merchandising rights either, as they
went to Mattel (the official Harry Potter toy manufacturer) and Electronic
Arts (the official computer game manufacturer). Rather, the deal bought
Coke the right to use Harry Potter’s name in its promotion, using the Harry
Potter font. In addition, Coke ran a global television campaign created by
Leo Burnett and adapted for the Australasian market by Universal McCann.

Is this a wise investment by Coca-Cola? Given the global phenomenon,
which the Harry Potter films have created, media reports predict that the
company will make its money back four or five times over. The company
says that the measure of any campaign must be judged by volume
increase, but it is unwilling to share that information.

Harry’s parched but
life tastes good17
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Figure 15.4 Top eight advertising agency supergroups
and examples of products they advertise

WORLDWIDE 
HEAD GROSS INCOME 2000

ORGANISATION QUARTERS (US $MILLIONS) CLIENTS

WPP London $7 971.0 American Express,
AT&T, Campbell’s
Ford, IBM

Omnicom Group New York $6 986.2 Anheuser-Busch,
Daimler Chrysler,
McDonald’s,
PepsiCo, Visa

Interpublic New York $6 595.9 Coca-Cola, GM,
Groups of Cos Johnson & Johnson,

Microsoft, UPS

Dentsu Tokyo $3 089.0 Honda, Japan Airlines,
Kao, Matshushita,
Toyota

Havas Paris $2 757.3 Intel, Philips, PSA,
Advertising Peugeot-Citroen,

Volkswagen,
Worldcom,

Group Publicis Paris $2 479.1 BMW, British Airways,
L’Oréal, Renault,
Siemens

Bcom3 Group Chicago $2 479.1 Canon, Delta,
Hallmark, Heinz,
Suzuki

Grey Advertising New York $1 863.2 British American
Tobacco,
GlaxoSmithKline’
Mars, Procter  
& Gamble, 3M

Exhibit 15.4
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simply because the browser they
use starts at these sites. Such Web
sites are sometimes referred to as
portals because they act as a gate-
way to the Internet.

Some experts predict that portals may become, for the
Internet, what networks once were for the TV—that is,
the place of choice where an advertiser is willing to pay
high rates because of the unique opportunity to reach a
very large number of people. For example, Dell might
want its computer advertisements to be on a Web site so
that they can be seen by many computer users. However,
it may not make so much sense for producers of other
companies with different products and marketing mixes.
As with traditional media, getting exposure may not help
if viewers are not from the target market. Yet, many
advertisers have simply repeated old and bad habits,
using an untargeted shotgun approach when the preci-
sion of the rifle is possible!

Bristol-Myers Squibb’s experiment with Web advertis-
ing is typical of what many other companies are trying to
do—place advertisements on Web sites that attract the
desired target market. In the middle of the tax return
season, it ran advertisements on financial Web sites, pro-
moting one of its products as ‘the tax headache
medicine’. The advertisement also offered free samples.
Within a month, more than 30 000 hits and requests,
complete with full contact details ready to include in a
database, had been registered! The cost of obtaining
these names was half that of other traditional methods
and the company can now follow up the sample with
other direct marketing promotions.

Targeting can be even more precise. For example, some
advertisements can be designed to pop up on the screen if
certain key words are typed in. A cosmetic retailer can,
therefore, put its name forward every time someone initi-
ates a search involving perfume or Elizabeth Arden. This
is called context advertising and it involves monitoring
the content a net surfer is viewing
and then serving up related adver-
tisements. Likewise, non-competing
companies with similar target mar-
kets can post advertisements on
each other’s sites.

Another approach that offers 
a very precise targeting is point-
casting—that is, displaying an
advertisement only to a person who
meets certain qualifications. For
instance, it might be a person who
has expressed an interest in the topic of the advertise-
ment. A pointcasting advertisement is usually included
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Combining smaller market segments into a single,
large target market makes sense if the different segments
can be served with a single marketing mix. When that is
not the case, however, the marketing manager should
treat the segments as different target markets and devel-
op a different marketing mix for each market.18 For
international marketing managers and advertising man-
agers, this means achieving a balance between combining
markets in particular regions and treating each country as
a separate market.

Direct-response promotion
T he challenge of developing promotions that reach

specific target customers has prompted many companies
to turn to direct marketing—direct communication between
a seller and an individual customer using a promotion
method other than face-to-face personal selling. Most

direct marketing communications
are designed to prompt immediate
feedback—a direct response—by
customers. That is why this type of
communication is often called
direct-response promotion or
direct marketing and it is discussed
in more detail in this section.

Early efforts in the direct-response area focused on
direct-mail advertising. A carefully selected mailing list
allowed advertisers to reach specific target audiences with
specific interests. Direct-mail advertising proved to be
very effective when the objective was to get a direct
response from the customer.

Achieving a measurable, direct response from specific
target customers is still the heart of direct marketing. But
it has evolved to include not just mail but also telephone,
print, computer networks, broadcast and even interactive
video. The consumer response may take the form of a
purchase or donation, a question or a request for more
information. Often, customers can respond by calling a
toll-free number, or by sending a fax or email in the case
of a business customer. This may be followed up by a
salesperson and could result in a subsequent order and
delivery dispatch or a visit and demonstration. There are
many variations on this approach. For example, some
companies have voice systems that can be used to manage
incoming phone calls and can pilot the caller through a
number of possible paths using the telephone keypad. 
In some instances, this can result in the computer send-
ing the requested information directly to the caller’s fax
machine or email address.

Direct marketing is often an important component of
an integrated marketing communications program and is
closely tied to other elements of the marketing mix.
However, what distinguishes this general approach is that
the marketer targets more of its promotional effort at
specific individuals who respond directly.

Direct-response promotion usually relies on a customer
or prospect database in order to target specific individuals.
The computerised database includes customers’ names and
addresses (or telephone numbers and email addresses) as
well as past purchases or other segmenting characteristics.
Individuals or segments who respond to direct promotion
are the target for additional promotion. For example, a cus-
tomer who buys once from a catalogue is a good candidate
for a follow-up sale, for similar or related items. Similarly,
Greenpeace sends mail advertisements to people interest-
ed in environmental issues, and may subsequently ask for
donations or other types of support.

BMW (www.bmw.com) and other car companies found
that videotapes are a good way to provide consumers 
with a lot of information about a new model. However, it
is too expensive to send tapes to everyone. To target the
mailing, BMW first sends likely car buyers (high-income
consumers who own a BMW or competing brand)
personalised direct-mail ads that offer a free videotape.
Interested consumers send back a return card. Then
BMW sends the advertising tape and updates its database
so a dealer will know to call the consumer.

Direct-response online
An increasing number of promotional mixes now include
an advertiser’s Web site and a viewer can respond by
clicking to obtain more detailed information. That infor-
mation can include pictures, videos, sound, text, order
entry and much more!

The content on a Web site is quite different from a tra-
ditional advertisement, since greater detail and more
information can be included, allowing the viewer to direct
the pace and direction of the information transfer. The
Web site can also provide links to outside sources of infor-
mation or it can invite the viewer to email for more
detailed information on a particular topic. It can even
offer the viewer inclusion in a regular mailing list on spe-
cific topics of interest. This way, in the case where the
viewer does not buy straight away or does not bookmark
the site for future visits, there is still an email trail that can
be used to send offers in the future.

Although there are millions of Web sites, a small subset
account for a large percentage of the potential audience.
For example, many people see the Netscape, Microsoft
and Yahoo! Web sites every time they use the Internet,
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Direct-response
promotion or 

direct marketing
communications designed

to prompt immediate
feedback by customers.

Direct marketing has become an 
important part of the marketing mix for 
many companies and more and more
consumers find it convenient. However, 
some people have become concerned 
about some of the negative consequences 
of this approach.

For example, environmental concerns have been raised in
relation to ‘junk mail’ and the volume of paper that it

involves—most of it is wasted by sending it to consumers who are often
not interested in what is offered. 

Other critics worry about the privacy issues related to how a direct-
response database may be used or misused, especially if it includes
detailed information about a consumer’s purchase or credit situation.
Credit card companies in particular have been accused of sharing
information  about consumers too easily. These consumers may have
had good reasons for having failed to make one payment and as a
consequence, they may be unable to secure credit with retailers or other
credit card providers.

Similarly, many consumers do not like getting direct promotion
telephone solicitations at any time, but especially in the evening and at
meal times when they seem to be particularly frequent. As a result, some
countries have passed laws prohibiting automatic calling systems that use
pre-recorded messages rather than a live salesperson. There is also
growing concern by computer users about receiving emails they do not
want, often with large attachments which can require long and unwelcome
downloading times.

The increasing penetration of mobile phones has also given marketers
an additional method for directly contacting people, but the interruptions
this may cause (as well as the potential clutter of airwaves it may provoke)
and the unknown medical consequences of excessive mobile phone use
are causes for concern.

Because an accurate list of consumer names and their contact details
is so difficult to achieve, many organisations are tempted to make an
extra profit by selling their database to other direct marketers. For
example, Australia Post instigates regularly a mail survey of consumers’
interests, media habits and lifestyle preferences—offering a prize to
encourage a better response rate. But unless respondents are careful to
indicate (by ticking a small box at the end of the questionnaire) that 
they do not want this information shared, Australia Post can then
proceed to sell the list of potential consumers to relevant organisations.
Is this a legitimate activity for Australia Post to undertake in order to
increase its profitability? Is it a consideration that this organisation is 
publicly owned? 

What do you think?

Can consumers protect
their privacy?

Portals Web sites that 
act as a gateway to 
the Internet.
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Context advertising
involves monitoring 
the content an Internet
surfer views and 
then serving up 
related advertisements.

Pointcasting the display 
of an advertisement only 
to a person meeting 
certain qualifications.
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Sales promotion problems are likely to be worse when
a company has little experience in conducting promotion
campaigns. The managers responsible for sales promo-
tion often treat this as a side issue. They allocate money
to sales promotion only if there is any available (or
unspent) funds, or if a crisis develops. Many companies,
even some large ones, do not have a separate budget for
sales promotion or even know what this costs in total.

Undertaking effective sales promotion is a learned
skill, not a peripheral activity for amateurs. Even large
and experienced companies can get it wrong. The 1999
Monopoly competition organised by McDonald’s gener-

ated much ill will. Hundreds of consumers believed that
they were entitled to a car due a printing mix-up, which
resulted in many more winners than was anticipated.20

The previous Monopoly competition run in 1998 was
such a success that management at McDonald’s may have
become complacent and perhaps did not pay as much
attention to detail the second time around.

In fact, specialists in sales promotions have developed
within some larger companies and as outside specialist
consultants from whom the real expertise in this area is
often available. Some of these consultants are extremely
creative and might be willing to take over the whole pro-
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with other information that the consumer wants and
which is provided for free. For example, a woman inter-
ested in financial planning might sign up with a
pointcasting service and request that it routinely sends
her newly published articles on independent retirement
accounts. When this information is sent to her over the
Internet, it might include an advertisement from a mutu-
al fund company. The pointcasting service, thus, matches
advertisements to customers’ interests. Many advertisers
like this concept but worry that pointcasting might over-
whelm the recipient with too much clutter.

It may be that in the longer term, simply sending
advertisements directly to the target consumer by email
will be a simpler approach. However, this is made difficult
by the variety of email software used by consumers.
Moreover, public acceptance of such intrusions may not
be forthcoming as most people resent being ‘spammed’
with unsolicited emails.

Some Web sites offer people a benefit—such as a free
email account or a chance to enter a competition—if
they provide information about themselves and agree to
view advertisements selected to match their interests.
Most organisations that offer free email services act
according to the same logic—as people sign up for email
accounts, they also provide detailed information for a
database. The information might include demographics
as well as interests, products they use, where they shop
and where they live. Then, when the person checks his
or her email, advertisements are displayed, each select-
ed specifically for that person based on the information
contained in the database. For example, off-the-road car
equipment might be shown only to outdoor four-wheel
drive car owners.

While the number of organisations interested in put-
ting advertisements on Web sites is growing, the number
of Web sites that are chasing their dollars is growing at an
even faster rate. Many Web sites charge advertisers a fee
based on how frequently and how long the advertisement
is shown. However, there are problems in getting
accurate measures of how many people are exposed to an
advertisement or pay attention to it if they are exposed.
One symptom of this is that many companies have
sprung up to rate Web site traffic, but their ratings rarely
match each other.

This problem and competition for advertisers have
pressed many Web sites to take a more novel approach.
They display the advertisement for free and charge a fee
only if this gets results. For example, the fee the advertis-
er pays is sometimes based on click-through—the number
of people who actually click on the advertisement and
link to the advertiser’s Web site. Some Web sites set fees
based on actual sales that result from the click-through.

This is efficient for advertisers and variations on this
approach are likely to gain in popularity. This is a big shift
from traditional media, since companies still have to pay
for TV and print advertisements whether they work or
not. A lot more companies will be attracted to put ads on
Web sites if such a direct relationship can be established
between costs and results. Moreover, Web sites will then
have more incentive to attract the type of viewers that
some specific set of advertisers want to reach.

Innovations such as these prove that Internet
advertising holds great promise. On the other hand, it is
not yet able to provide the laser-beam targeting that
would be ideal for marketers. As with any other innova-
tions, refinements to Internet advertising will take time
and no one can yet be certain of how far this new
medium will grow.

Sales promotion
S ales promotion refers to those promotion activities—

other than advertising, publicity and personal
selling—that stimulate interest, trial or purchase by final
customers or others in the channel. Long regarded as the
poor cousin of advertising, sales promotion is experiencing
strong growth, achieving an overall value of $6 billion in
2000, compared to $9 billion for advertising.19

Figure 15.5 shows examples of typical sales promotion
activities targeted at final consumers, channel members
and a company’s own employees. Companies generally
use sales promotion to complement their other promo-
tional methods. While advertising and personal selling
decisions tend to have long-term effects, sales promotion
activities usually last for a limited period. They can be
organised quickly and get sales results faster. If properly
done, this can be very effective, but there are potential
problems in the sales promotion area.

There are many different types of sales promotions,
but which type is appropriate depends on the situation
and the objectives. Unfortunately, sales promotions are
often neglected in the marketing plan. Sales promotions
include a wide variety of activities, and many are
custom-designed and used only once. As a result, a com-
pany typically develops little skill in sales promotions,
and this may cause costly mistakes. For instance, the
design of a promotional package must take into account
the distribution, as retailers would likely refuse to stock
up on items that would represent a logistic problem.
Figure 15.6 shows the possible effects that may result
from sales promotions and illustrates why marketers
must be careful about their use.
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Figure 15.5 Examples of sales promotion activities
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Figure 15.6 Some possible effects of a sales promotion on sales
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door-to-door, at stores or attached to other products sold
by the company.

Sales promotions directed at business customers might
use the same types of approach. In addition, sales
promotion people might set up and staff exhibits at trade
shows, often using attractive models to encourage buyers
to look at a company’s product, especially when it is
displayed near similar (perhaps competing) products.

Some industrial sellers give away promotional 
items, such as pens, cigarette lighters, watches or more
expensive items (perhaps with the company’s brand
name on them), to remind business customers of their
products. This is common practice in many industries,
but it may be a sensitive area. Some companies do 
not allow a buyer to accept any kind of gift from a sup-
plier, not wanting the buyer’s judgment to be even
slightly influenced by which supplier provides the best 
promotional gifts!24

Sales promotion targeted at
intermediaries
Sales promotions targeted at intermediaries are also
aimed at facilitating particular behaviours, such as the
reordering of goods or a special effort in the distribution
of a product or the delivery of a service. By providing
special incentives to intermediaries, the company hopes
to generate better sales at the consumer level as well.
Providing cheaper prices or extra funds for the promo-
tional effort at the intermediary level is almost an
ongoing activity in some sectors, such as the grocery
trade. Less direct incentives can also be successful, such
as inviting intermediaries to meetings or trade shows,
and providing them with adequate catalogues or docu-
mentation that will help them to distribute and sell the
product more effectively.

Sales promotion aimed at intermediaries, sometimes
called trade sales promotion, usually stresses price-
related matters. The objective may be to encourage
intermediaries to stock new items, buy in larger quanti-
ty, buy early or put more push behind certain products.
The tools used here are price and/or merchandise
allowances, promotion allowances and, perhaps, sales
contests to encourage retailers or wholesalers to sell
specific items or the company’s whole line. Trade pro-
motion is one of the fastest-growing elements in the
promotional mix for producers of consumer products,
especially staples.

Sales promotion activities also help a product manager
to win support from an already overworked sales force.
The sales force may be especially receptive to sales pro-
motion in the channels, because competition is increasing

and intermediaries usually respond well to sales promo-
tion. Importantly, the sales representatives can be
reassured that their company is willing to help them win
more business.25

Sales promotion aimed at the sales
force
Finally, sales promotion can be aimed at the sales force
itself, by giving salespeople the incentive to put in extra
effort, perhaps on a new line or in a new territory.
Contests, in which reaching a certain sales target enables
the salesperson to enter a draw for a trip or a camcorder,
are very common. Likewise, sales meetings can be
turned into motivational devices if successful salespeo-
ple are given acclaim and special status. Providing the
sales force with well-designed selling aids, such as
display material that makes it easier to demonstrate the
benefits of the product, will contribute to achieving
better sales performance.

Sales promotion aimed at the company’s own sales
force might try to encourage getting new customers,
selling a new product or selling the company’s whole
line. Depending on the objectives, the tools might 
be contests, bonuses on sales or number of new
accounts, or holding sales meetings at fancy resorts to
raise everyone’s spirits.

Ongoing sales promotion might also be aimed at the
sales force in order to help sales management. Sales
promotion specialists might be responsible for prepar-
ing sales presentation material, videotapes on new
products, displays and other sales aids. Sales promotion
people may develop the sales training material that the
sales force uses in working with customers and other
channel members, or special display racks that the rep-
resentatives give or sell to intermediaries. In other
words, rather than expecting each salesperson or the
sales manager to develop sales aids, sales promotion
people might assume this responsibility.

Service-oriented companies, such as hotels and
restaurants, now use sales promotions targeted at their
employees. Some, for example, provide a monthly 
cash prize for the employee who provides the best 
service, and display the employee’s picture to provide 
individual recognition.26

Sales promotion in mature markets
Some experts believe that marketing managers, especial-
ly those who deal with consumer packaged goods,
emphasise sales promotion too much. They argue that the
effect of most sales promotion is temporary and that
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motion task. However, it remains the marketing manag-
er’s responsibility to set promotional objectives and
policies that will fit in with each marketing strategy.21

Importance of sales promotions
The need for sales promotion specialists, and perhaps
separate status for sales promotion within the marketing
organisation, is apparent considering how much expendi-
ture is involved.

Spending on sales promotion is growing—often at the
expense of other promotional methods—for several rea-
sons. Consumer businesses tend to use sales promotions
because they generally operate in mature markets where
differentiation is difficult to achieve and where some
constraints result from limited retail shelf space. This
situation is further intensified with the increasing con-
centration of retail chains such as Woolworths or
Safeway in Australia, and FoodTown or New World
supermarkets in New Zealand, as they attempt to place
more emphasis on their own brands and may demand
more sales promotion support in order to stock manu-
facturers’ brands.

Perhaps as a result, consumers have also become more
price sensitive and many sales promotions, indirectly, lower
the price they pay. Indeed, sales promotions have been
used effectively to overcome consumer price resistance. By
giving away 30 per cent of a product for free, or shrink-
wrapping two products for the price of one, marketers can
effectively reduce the perceived unit price of their product.

Changes in technology have also made certain sales
promotions more efficient, such as when coupons are dis-
tributed with a bar code of their own—thus, facilitating
the checkout process, while enabling both retailer and
manufacturer to keep track of the number of consumers
taking up a sales promotion offer.

Sales promotions have often proved effective in increas-
ingly competitive markets. Moreover, sales promotions can
usually be implemented quickly and typically achieve results
sooner than advertising.22 Even so, sales promotions, by
nature, are tactical and should be used sparingly and strate-
gically in order to avoid a potential weakening of the brand
that may impede the achievement of longer-term goals.

Sales promotion to end users and
consumers
Consumer sales promotions are those incentives and
special rewards aimed at making the purchase of a given
product more appealing in the short term. Certain activ-
ities are used more frequently in some industries than in
others. For example, contests, samples and displays are

very commonly used to encourage the sales of seasonal
or new grocery products, particularly in supermarkets.
Point-of-sale material, including banners and streamers,
contribute to making the product more noticeable and
interesting to consumers in a self-service situation, thus,
fostering impulse purchases. It is impossible to list all the
consumer sales promotion techniques that can and are
used by manufacturers and producers of services.
Creative sales promotion managers are always seeking
new ways to entice consumers to purchase their product.
This is especially so at the critical time of the launch of a
new product, when trial of the product or service by a
large proportion of the target market may determine its
future in the marketplace.

Companies use sales promotions aimed at final con-
sumers or users to increase demand or bring forward the
time of purchase. Sales promotion people may develop
displays for retailers’ stores, including banners, sample
packages, calendars and various point-of-purchase items
or aisle displays for supermarkets. They might be respon-
sible for sweepstakes and other contests, as well as for
coupons designed to encourage customers to buy a prod-
uct by a certain date. Trade shows such as the Royal Easter
Show in Sydney or the Royal Adelaide Show are also
extensively used by durable goods manufacturers to dis-
play their products and gain consumers’ recognition for
their brand names.

Of course, specific activities are more popular in
some countries than in others. For example, coupons
are very popular in Canada and the United States—
indeed, total coupon distribution in the United States
has almost tripled during the past 10 years.23 However,
while the use of coupons is increasing worldwide, grocery
coupons are almost non-existent in Australia, where
their use meets with strong resistance from the indus-
try. An exception to this rule, however, can be found in 
the fast-food industry, where companies such as
McDonald’s, KFC and Pizza Hut regularly distribute
various forms of vouchers entitling consumers to special
deals on presentation. Cosmetic companies also use
coupons that they insert in glossy magazines for the
purpose of encouraging trial. By contrast, couponing is
more widely used in New Zealand, where a single clear-
ing house, the Coupon Promotion Company, handles
the distribution and redemption process on behalf of
most promoters.

Sales promotion efforts are aimed at specific objectives.
For example, if customers already have a preferred brand,
it may be difficult to persuade them to try anything new.
However, a free trial-size bottle of mouthwash, for exam-
ple, might be just what it takes to get cautious consumers
to try the new product. Such samples might be distributed
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yet avoid the clutter of the commercial break, generating
goodwill when the audience realises that they ‘owe’ the
company the pleasure of viewing the program.

Sponsorship is used increasingly by fast-moving
consumer goods manufacturers, such as soft drink com-
panies, to reinforce particular images well suited to their
brands. Service companies are becoming involved in
sponsorship in order to associate their names with a
number of identified activities seen as consistent with
their desired image. Telstra was the named sponsor for
the 1996, 1998 and 2000 Adelaide Festival of the Arts,
thereby positioning itself as serving the state of South
Australia, while at the same time benefiting from the
national and international clout of the event.
Sponsorship is becoming so prevalent that it has devel-
oped as a separate promotional category.

Other types of sponsorship are more difficult to cate-
gorise. In some instances, the company may have
genuine philanthropic objectives, as when SGIC, an
Adelaide-based insurance company, sponsors the cranio-
facial unit of the Royal Adelaide Hospital. Cause
sponsorship, which occurs when a company undertakes
to contribute to a known cause such as preventing net
fishing or preserving certain animal species, can be dif-
ferentiated from philanthropy by determining whether
there is a commercial objective sought in the project.
However, even if these objectives are not openly dis-
cussed, companies professing purely philanthropic aims
may also assume that being seen as a good corporate cit-
izen could, in time, also result in improved consumer
goodwill and, eventually, profits.

Ideally, sponsorship enables both the sponsor and
the sponsee (the beneficiary of the sponsorship invest-
ment) to benefit, but contracts are typically difficult to
establish and there are a number of risks attached to this
type of investment. Moreover, there may be companies
trying to piggyback on the sponsor’s investment by pre-
tending also to be involved. This type of unfair practice,
called ambush marketing, is becoming more common
as the cost of sponsorship deals increases.30 However,
there are many instances where it is difficult to demon-
strate such intent. For example, the foyer of the Festival 
Centre in Adelaide has been sponsored by Optus
(www.optus.com.au), so the crowd coming to see the
major event of the Telstra Festival of the Arts must go
through the Optus foyer on their way to their seats!
Indeed, research suggests that consumers are often mis-
taken in attributing the sponsorship role to other
companies, without any evidence of foul play.31

Companies usually have a number of objectives when
taking on a sponsorship project, be they awareness,
improved community image or increased sales. Some

companies seek mostly to access an event to which they
can invite their most valued customers, making it a 
perfect tool for relationship building.

What is important to note is that the area of sponsor-
ship is still relatively new and that little is known in terms
of its promotional effectiveness. However, many quite
sophisticated attempts to evaluate sponsorship are being
made, particularly in Europe. A number of studies have
also been conducted recently in Australia and New
Zealand, where sports sponsorship is particularly popular
with marketing managers.

Furthermore, the great disparity in the available forms
of sponsorship, from broadcast to sports or arts, makes
such evaluations even more problematic. Companies
wanting to engage in this type of promotional technique
should ensure that they have clear objectives and that
they monitor the results of their efforts.

Public relations and publicity
W hile distinct in their role and nature, public

relations (PR) and publicity are linked, since public
relations often aims, among other things, to generate
positive publicity. Because of this intricate relationship,
PR and publicity will be dealt with jointly in this section.

Public relations
The origin of public relations (PR) can be traced back to
the end of the late 19th  and early 20th centuries. It is said
that the first company to have ever used it was Standard
Oil, which in 1870 faced an increasingly hostile public who
resented the wealth of the ‘robber barons’ at a time when
the working class was suffering dire economic hardship.

The work of French sociologist Gustav Le Bon is also
believed to have contributed to the early days of PR. His
1895 book, titled The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind,
presented a theory according to which people in aggregate
responded to images and emotions as opposed to rational
arguments. His ideas spread like fire and within one year of
its publication the book was translated into 19 languages.
In the United States, it influenced Theodore Roosevelt,
who used it to present his ‘New Deal’ plan, as well as the
founders of the modern PR movement.32

Today, public relations represents a vast and growing
industry. PR specialists aim to shape the information
made available about their clients. To this end, they pro-
vide stories to the press—via press releases—organise
media events and control communication flows between
their clients and the media.
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money spent on advertising and personal selling helps
the company more over the long term.

There is heavy use of sales promotion in mature markets
where competition for customers and the attention of
intermediaries is fierce. Moreover, if the total market is not
growing, sales promotion may just encourage ‘deal-prone’
customers (and intermediaries) to switch back and forth
among brands. In this situation, all the expenses of the
sales promotion and the swapping around of customers
simply contribute to lower profits for everyone.

However, it is important to recognise that once a mar-
keting manager is in this situation, there may not be much
choice. At this stage of the product life cycle, frequent sales
promotions may be necessary just to offset the effects of
competitors’ activities. To escape from this competitive
vicious circle, the marketing manager must seek new
opportunities with a strategy that does not rely solely on
short-term sales promotions for competitive advantage.27

Some companies have responded to this situation by
changing their strategy. It is possible, for instance, to
reduce the reliance on trade promotion by offering
instead lower prices to the intermediaries and focusing
on communication to the end user of the product. In
other cases, the company may decide to provide funds to
the intermediaries so that they can put in place their own
promotion program. It is ultimately a matter of optimis-
ing the return that can be achieved with every
promotional dollar invested.

Regional, international and global
sales promotion
In some countries, legislation may constrain or prevent
the use of specific promotional activities. For example,
tobacco companies know very well that what is allowed
in some of their markets is simply illegal in others. In
Malaysia, for instance, it is quite possible for the mar-
keting manager of a brand of cigarettes such as Salem to
organise large-scale sampling of the product. This prac-
tice would be quite illegal in other countries where the
ban on advertising and promoting cigarettes is strin-
gently enforced, such as Australia or New Zealand.

In a few countries (including Australia), there may even
be differences in relevant legislation between different
provinces or states. For example, competitions and
sweeptstakes are subject to lottery and gaming laws that
differ from one state to another, making it difficult to
design truly national competitions.

The differences in cultural and social factors between
consumers in different countries explain why certain pro-
motional mixes are more appropriate in some countries
than in others. Obviously, international marketers must

be aware of differences in legislation and other factors
when planning promotional activities in overseas
markets. Often, managers may prefer to delegate the
planning (and implementation) of these activities to local
managers or outside specialists, who better understand
local legislation, customs and practices.

Despite differences between countries, there may still
be some opportunities to develop global or regional
promotional programs. Global brands such as Coca-
Cola or Levi’s can successfully replicate part of their
promotional programs from one country to the next. In
some instances, only minor modifications may be
required. As always in marketing, the decision will have
to be based on a trade-off between the potential savings
that a standard promotional program can afford, and
the potential harm that the lack of country customisa-
tion could generate.

Sponsorship
I nitially classified as one of the sales promotion tools,

and more specifically as the ‘publicity machine’ of
choice, sponsorship is fast becoming a promotional
method in its own right. It is crossing the boundaries
between publicity, public relations and sales promotions
and can take many different forms in order to achieve
many different objectives.

A simple definition of sponsorship is that it is an
investment of cash or kind in a person, activity, event or
sport, in exchange for access to the commercial potential
of that person, activity, event or sport.28 Sponsorship can
take many forms, the most popular being sports sponsor-
ship, which may deal either with a sporting event or
competition such as the Australian Formula One Grand
Prix or the Olympic Games, or the more continual sup-
port of athletes or teams, such as when Toyota supports
the ‘Camry Crows’. Sport sponsorship represents large
investments for some companies. Worldwide figures show
the global value of sponsorship rights to reach $50 billion
in 2000, up seven per cent over 1999.29 However, even
this estimate is modest when factoring in all sponsorship
related promotion expenditures.

Sponsorship is also active in the arts. For example, in
New Zealand, Mobil invested in the famous Maori arte-
fact exhibition, which it took all around the world.

Broadcast sponsorship is a more hybrid form of com-
munication, since it consists of supporting the broadcast
of particular programs on TV in exchange for an
announcement of this fact throughout the program. This
way, companies can gain exposure similar to advertising,
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One of the main tools of PR
specialists, press releases, as
invented by PR expert Ivy Lee at
the beginning of the 20th century
in an effort to control coverage of
railway accidents for his client,

Pennsylvania Railway. His logic was simple—since the
press was going to report the accidents, it was best to
make sure that the company’s point of view was repre-
sented. So successful was his strategy that by 1940, almost
half the news was based on press releases from PR
departments and companies.33

Public relations can be aimed at developing a
favourable corporate image to enhance the company’s
long-term position. For example, a large public compa-
ny (such as Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation, or
Foster’s Brewing) may provide regular briefings to finan-
cial journalists and stockbrokers; thereby, ensuring that
the investment community understands the company’s
plans and has the opportunity to seek clarification of
any company issues. In this way, the company hopes to
have its position presented to the investment communi-
ty in the best possible light. This, in turn, is likely to
assist the company in any future activities involving
major loans or share issues, for instance.

Public relations may also be aimed at countering bad
publicity or correcting a poor company or product
image. For example, in 1995 BHP (www.bhpbilliton.com)
came under public scrutiny for the environmental dam-
ages allegedly resulting from its operation at the OK
Tedi mine in Papua New Guinea. It responded with an
active public relations campaign, including advertise-
ments in business publications such as the Financial
Review or on TV in most Australian states, in order to
avoid further damage to its corporate image. The com-
pany offered legal support to the Papua New Guinea
Government in developing new environmental laws.
Unfortunately for BHP, this resulted in an even bigger
public outcry, as the company was accused of interfer-
ing with Papua New Guinea’s legislation in order to
protect its interests—an accusation reinforced when the
company was held in contempt of a Melbourne court
for doing so! Public relations activities are fraught 
with such uncertainties and results are not always as
expected or desired.

There are, however, some proven benefits in using
public relations, particularly in times of crisis. When
Heinz (www.heinz.com.au), a manufacturer of baby food
in Australia, discovered that jars of its Heinz Baby
Foods had been tampered with and received threats
that more jars would contain arsenic, the company
arranged press conferences and publicised its plight

through various media. It also moved rapidly to with-
draw all stocks from retail outlets, thus, removing any
risk to the public. Rather than attempting to cover up
the problem, and thereby protect sales in the short run,
the company decided to communicate openly with the
public and showed its willingness to sacrifice short-term
sales in order to safeguard its long-term credibility 
(and profitability).

Public relations has recently acquired a broader pur-
pose, as other important groups of stakeholders have
been identified as critical to the success of any organisa-
tion. With the increasing number of companies listed on
the stock market, for example, it has become important to
communicate with existing or potential shareholders. The
upcoming float of a company usually coincides with a
flurry of PR activity as potential share buyers are
informed—and hopefully convinced—of the long-term
value and safety of investing in it.

Corporate takeovers or hostile takeover bids are often
the source of intense PR efforts. In such instances, PR and
advertising people must work closely to coordinate all
aspects of the marketing communications campaign—
often with very little time! In 1999, as two of the leading
French banks were fighting over a takeover deal involving
a third bank, press releases and new advertising material
were sent daily to major newspapers, in response to the
opponents’ arguments of the day before!

Finally, PR experts have become increasingly involved
in the business of lobbying political parties and leaders.
While the trend is not as marked in Australasia as in the
United States, PR professionals are often called on to
present a brief on behalf of their client to the political law-
makers. For example, in Australia, PR is being used
effectively by both farmers and telecommunications
companies in an attempt to steer the legislation that will
define the ‘minimum telephone service’ that should be
made available in the bush.

As the above examples indicate, public relations
activities support corporate as well as marketing
objectives. Therefore, although advertising and publicity
are utilised for communications purposes, responsi-
bility for public relations activities is frequently
assigned to managers outside the marketing depart-
ment. In addition, external public relations companies
are often used to develop specific public relations cam-
paigns; just as advertising agencies are used to develop
advertising campaigns.

Publicity
Publicity is one of the outcomes of PR activities. However,
because it is unpaid communication, it allows very little
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Press releases a tool 
used by public relations

experts to ensure the
company’s point of view 

is represented.

control over the actual content of the message. Indeed,
publicity may result from the activities of competitors’ PR
agents, in which case it is seldom positive.

As previously mentioned, PR is often used to counter-
act negative publicity and to control rumours and
unfounded beliefs about the company, its mode of opera-
tion or its products.

In order to deal effectively with negative publicity, a
company must imperatively undertake regular market
surveys. It must encourage feedback from its consumers
in other ways too, by rewarding salespeople who collect
such information or by building an MIS that allows such
measurements to be compared over time.

The Internet presents a particular challenge in terms
of publicity potential. Clearly, a Web site is a very effi-
cient way to ‘spread’ good news about the company and
interested Web visitors will be likely to help disseminate
the information. On the other hand, the Internet is dif-
ficult to control and can be used by others who have
differing views about the company. Monsanto (www.mon-
santo.com), the American food manufacturer giant, has a
Web site that boasts about its wide range of innovative
products such as genetically modified food and seeds,
which it claims will help eradicate hunger from the plan-
et. There are, however, other sites on the Internet where
Monsanto is accused of slowly taking control of the
earth’s food supply—at the expense of any biodiversity—
with the aim to control Third World governments and
acquire world dominance.

Positive publicity is often deemed so desirable that
companies are prepared to pay for it. In 1999, for exam-
ple, the Australian public discovered with some outrage
that John Laws, the celebrated and controversial radio
personality, had accepted A$1.2 million in order to stop
criticising banks and provide them with support on the
radio waves. Similar accusations were made in relation to

Alan Jones and Qantas. The ACCC initiated an investiga-
tion to examine whether such payment for ‘positive
publicity’ was in fact misleading.

Bearing in mind that publicity should be free and that
paid media time is advertising, consumers are entitled to
be wary when paid advertisements take the form of ‘free’
endorsements from any celebrities.34

Creating synergies
B ecause of their specific characteristics, the promo-

tional tools available to marketers must be carefully
selected for their suitability in achieving the specific
objectives set out for the marketing communications strat-
egy. However, rare are the cases when only one tool is
required. In most instances, the promotional mix must be
blended and particular care must be taken in creating
synergies between these different tools. As noted in
Chapter 14, the success of a campaign is often deter-
mined by the interactions that can be created when
communicating with the market by different means. For
example, a successful sales promotion activity often
requires some advertising exposure in order to motivate
the target segment to action. Likewise, sponsors must be
aware that the leverage expenditure they spend in adver-
tising their role as sponsors is as important as the initial
sponsorship fee they paid.

Much of the knowledge about such synergies results
from experience and trial and error. However, empirical
research is increasingly seeking to answer the vexing ques-
tions of ‘How much is enough?’ and ‘Which goes with
what?’. In the meantime, setting specific objectives and
carefully measuring the effectiveness of past promotional
activities remains the safest way to avoid costly mistakes.
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1 Discuss the relationship of advertising objectives to marketing strategy planning  
and the kinds of advertising actually needed. Illustrate your answer.

2 List several media that might be effective in reaching consumers with low incomes  
and below-average educations. Briefly discuss the limitations and advantages of each  
medium you suggest.

3 What is the copy strategy? How should marketers develop it?
4 Is advertising overseas necessarily the same as in the domestic market? Why?
5 What is direct-response promotion? When can it be used?
6 What is involved in sales promotions? What is the aim?
7 How does sponsorship work? Explain its limitations.
8 What is the difference between public relations and publicity? Why are they related?

discussion questions
1. In what ways do new information technologies affect the future of
advertising? Give examples.

2. Is the trend towards more narrowly focused print media a positive 
one for marketers? Explain.

3. What does it mean to say that money is invested in advertising? 
Is all advertising an investment? Illustrate your answer.

4. Does advertising cost too much? How can this be assessed?

5. If sales promotion expenditure continues to grow, often at the expense 
of media advertising, how will this affect the rates charged by mass media 
for advertising time or space? How will it affect advertising agencies?

6. Read the creating and delivery value story on page 488. How does 
New Zealand maximise exposure to potential tourists? Make suggestions 
on other ways they could implement advertising New Zealand as a 
destination to Australians.

7. Read the going global story on page 495. Is it ethical for Coca-Cola to
acquire the marketing rights to Harry Potter? How does it compare with 
Mattel buying the rights to produce the toys?

8. Read the ethical dilemma story on page 497. Describe the last time 
you were directly contacted by marketers. Were you irritated or glad? 
Did you consider their approach to be fair? What protection would 
you suggest to avoid abuse?

9. When an overall objective of a company’s marketing activities must be 
to sell its products, why would advertisements have objectives expressed 
in terms of communication?

10. Comment on the following quote: ‘Companies spend too much money 
on sales promotion. It just adds to the cost of marketing’.

key terms
Advertising allowances (p. 486)
Context advertising (p. 497)
Corporate or institutional 

advertising (p. 484)
Direct-response promotion 

or direct marketing (p. 496)
Horizontal cooperation (p. 486)
Pointcasting (p. 497)
Portals (p. 497)
Press releases (p. 504)
Product advertising (p. 484)
Vertical cooperation (p. 486)

summary
• The effectiveness of an advertising campaign depends on using the best available medium and the best

message, considering promotional objectives, target markets and the funds available for advertising.
• Specific advertising objectives determine what kind of advertising to use (product or institutional).

Different types of advertising are suitable for different types of products and different marketing
communications objectives.

• Direct-response communication or direct marketing is a growing area of communication, primarily
because of advances in technology and because of its measurable impact.

• Sales promotion expenditure is substantial and growing, and is especially important in prompting action
by customers, the trade or salespeople. Sales promotions must be managed carefully as the variety of
methods available make it difficult for managers to develop expertise in all these areas.

• Sponsorship, an emerging form of promotion, aims at creating a favourable association between the
company or the brand and an event, athlete, sport or cause.

• Publicity and public relations, two distinct but related activities, relate to the fostering and control over
word-of-mouth and public reporting.

• The art of promotion lies in the marketing manager’s ability to mix and match the promotional tools
(advertising, direct-response promotion, sales promotion, publicity, public relations and personal selling)
for the best possible result—good and clear communication with the market and consumers.
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on the backdrop of the garage as well as on the stationery
or transporters. In addition, there are technical partners
who supply expertise in kind, be it software or hardware.
They provide their support for free but receive, in
exchange, some hospitality rights so they can take 
their own key customers to the test and race days.

According to Steward, it is important to keep a good
spread across a wide spectrum of industry and to avoid,
for example, having all sponsors from the IT industry.
This is similar to financial risk management where the
risk decreases if more economic sectors are represented.

Motor sports are the greatest recipients of sponsorship
dollars in Australia, with some $460 million in 2000,
excluding the $192 reserved for Formula One racing.
This leaves the AFL a poor third with only $90 million.
However, unlike the AFL, the audience for motor sports
is very biased, comprising for the main part (70 per cent)
male viewers, not necessarily younger, even if a
considerable number of women are also watching. 
To date, companies sponsoring motor sports are 
those also targeting the male market. For example,
Carlton and United Breweries promote only their
heavily skewed male VB product at motor sport events.

The AFL demographic is more balanced with people
aged from 25 to 54 being the primary target, making 
the AFL attractive to main stream companies such as
McDonald’s, even if companies targeting males such 
as Mitre 10 and Bunnings, are also involved.

the marketing
challengeTake the ultimate marketing

challenge! Complete the following
assignments for this chapter.

1 • NarrowCast Media is an Internet company that
provides services to companies wanting to advertise 
on the Internet and also for Web sites that host 
Internet advertising. Visit the company’s Web site
(www.narrowcastmedia.com) and read about its 
various services. Describe the main benefits it 
provides for advertisers and host sites.

2 • Catalina Marketing Corporation is a supplier 
of in-store, electronic scanner-activated consumer
promotions. Go to the Catalina Web site
(www.catalinamarketing.com) and select Manufacturer
Solutions, then review information about its sampling
programs. Briefly describe in your own words how the
sampling program works and describe a situation in
which a manufacturer might find it useful. Does the 

Web site make it easy for you to get information? 
Does it make you want to spend more time on the site
and get more information? Explain your answer.

3 • Find two advertisements to final consumers that
illustrate product and corporate advertising. What
objective/s does each of these advertisements have? 
List the needs to which each advertisement appeals.
Would the advertisements communicate well to an
audience in another country? Explain your thinking.

QUESTIONS

1 | Why did the sponsorship of Formula One not suffer the same 
downturn as other sports?

2 | Why is it wise for the Jaguar’s team to provide different 
packages to different sponsors?

3 | Name some brands associated with Formula One Grand Prix. 
Assess their strategic fit with the event.

4 | Name some brands associated with the AFL (or Rugby 
in New Zealand)? Will they profit from the association? 
Why or why not?

Sir Jacky Steward, the former Formula One world
champion, is still involved in racing. As a board

member of Jaguar Racing, and in tandem with
former Grand Prix champion Nikki Lauder, he now

spends a great deal of time approaching
corporations for sponsorship money to keep alive

what is a hugely expensive operation.

One of the companies that Jacky Steward has managed 
to convince is HSBC Bank who now sponsors the 
two-car team which costs Jaguar’s parent company, 
Ford, US$100 million per year to field.

Sponsorship is about the long term and it requires
patience and strategic purpose. Given that both
advertising and sponsorship have suffered from the
economic downturn that followed September 11, 
one would expect Formula One to have suffered 
too, but this has not been the case.

For example, Vodafone decided to sponsor Ferrari 
at about the same time as the September 11 crisis hit 
the global stage. It was also during this period that
HSBC renewed its sponsorship contract for three 
years. Key to the success of sponsorship is its truly 
global nature. For example, Formula One races are
broadcast to six billion people around the world. As
such, it reaches an enormous market place and provides
an unprecedented opportunity for exposure because of
the banners, signage on cars as well as on bridges.

In terms of what HSBC expects to get from 
the sponsorship, the aim is to get people thinking 
‘HSBC was in Formula One so I am going to go there’.
According to Steward, not many sports have all the
ingredients and travel as well as Formula One does, 
so the future of the sport is secure.

When Steward approaches companies for sponsorship,
he takes a marketing view and tries to offer different
types of packages to suit sponsors’ different needs and
budgets. For example, major sponsors are very present
visually on the car because they aim to achieve awareness
among the large audience that attends the event or
follows the broadcast of the race. There are also official
suppliers whose logos may not be on the car but they are

why corporate sponsors
still love motor sports35, 36
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For more marketing challenges, visit the Online Learning 
Centre that accompanies this book (www.mhhe.com/au/quester4e) 
and complete the Computer-Aided Problem for this chapter.
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